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Abstract – Camera Motion Control System is required in security and human movement monitoring. This can
be applied in bank, office, immigration point, children nursery, hospital and physical training center. The
existing system is however using some cameras or single camera with only horizontal motion. Moreover, it is
high cost and cannot be implemented for low cost usage. In order to enable the low cost online camera motion
system with acceptable video quality. A novel smart facial tracking base camera motion control system has
been developed. The system consists of webcam, 2-D servo motor, microcontroller and computer. We applied
Haar-Like feature and Camshift for tracking algorithm for face detection and fuzzy logic to control the motion
of camera. Mircrosoft Visual C-Sharp and Intel open source library OpenCV are used to implement the
algorithm for face detection and motion control. Test result shows the system is able to capture the video with
horizontal rotation angle -75 to 75 degree and vertical rotation angle -35 to 35 degree with maximum rotation
speed 45 degree per second for both rotations. This enables implementation of low-cost smart doll head
movement system, to monitor and capture special children video during gross motor assessment and training.
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webcam to the computer for further image
processing. Face detection will be based on Haarlike feature and thus detect the face and calculate
its position in capture frame.
Through the
combination of control theory to artificial
intelligence, fuzzy logic controller is applied into
this system.
RS232 is used as serial
communication between the computer and
microcontroller.
Digital signal will send to
microcontroller and it used as controller for neck
mechanism to make the proper adjustment using
hardware actuator.

1 Introduction
Continuous monitoring and surveillance system
is playing an important role in security whereby the
recent demand for installation of security camera
system had been increased dramatically. However,
increasing of camera installation in both indoor and
outdoor environment such as streets, parks,
building, and stores arise problem of deciding
position, direction, and visual angle of camera [1].
In order to cover all the area by minimum of
camera and at the same time used to track the
activity done by a target user, we propose facial
tracking based camera motion control system used
in continuous tracking a user by a single camera.
Besides of a better activity recording based on
target can be done throughout this system, the
system also has advantage in making the low-cost
smart doll become more user interactive as the doll
will always face to the user.

Fig. 1 System Overview
2.1

Haar-like features have scalar values that
represent differences in average intensities between
two rectangular regions. They capture the intensity
gradient at different locations, spatial frequencies
and directions by changing the position, size, shape
and
arrangement
of
rectangular
regions
exhaustively according to the base resolution of the
detector [2].

2 Methodology
Fig.1 shows the overview of the system and it
is being initialized by input capture image from
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Fig. 2 shows the example of Haar-Like feature
sets. Haar-feature said to be present if subtracting
the average dark-region pixel value from average
light-region pixel value is above a threshold (set
during learning). AdaBoost combines many weak
classifiers to create one strong classifier [3]. Object
detection via Haar-like Features with Cascade of
Boosted Classifiers.

2.2

Camshift Face Tracking Algorithm

Camshift was originally developed for handsfree gaming. It’s designed to be very fast and
“lightweight” so the computer can do other tasks
while tracking. Rather than relying on a single
colour, Camshift uses colour information and it
tracks a combination of colour [3]. In terms of
tracking, Camshift algorithm plays around on
interested probability because of the convergence
size of search window. For tracking objects, the
characteristics of target which we are interested in
can be chosen to construct interested probability
model [5].
OpenCV’s face tracker uses an algorithm
called Camshift. It consists of four steps started by
create a colour face representation histogram, “face
probability” calculation for each pixel in the
incoming video frames, face rectangle shifting and
finally size and angle calculation [3].

Fig. 2 Examples of Haar-Like Feature Sets

2.3

Fig. 3 and fig.4 show the single step in haar
feature filtering in face detection. The most
important characteristic of the Viola-Jones
framework is that the Haar like features can be
computed rapidly at all scales in constant time by
using the integral image [4].

Fuzzy Logic Control

Fuzzy logic control has emerged as one of the
most active and fruitful research areas in the
application of fuzzy set theory, fuzzy logic and
fuzzy reasoning. Fuzzy logic control is best
utilized in complex ill-defined processes that can be
controlled by a skilled human operator without
much knowledge of their underlying dynamics.
Complex mathematical model of the mechanical
system in this project can be easily design with
fuzzy logic control in a form of if-then rule.

Fig. 3 Chain of single feature filter in frontal face
detection

Fig. 5 Time domain response of the system

3 Design and Implementation

Fig. 4 Chain of single haar-like feature filter in
frontal face detection
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Fig. 6 shows the process flow chart of the
whole system and it is begun with grab frame to get
the input capture image from webcam and further
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processing in the computer. The capture image will
undergoes face detection algorithm, Haar-Like
Feature comparison. If there is any face detected, it
will proceed to face tracking using Camshift
algorithm.

communication.
Microcontroller
uses
the
corresponding value to vary the speed and direction
of servo and thus further making position
adjustment.
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Fig. 6 Process flow chart of head mechanism
control system
Fig. 7 shows the face tracking in back
projection view after undergoes a series steps as
mentioned in section 2.2.

Table 1 Fuzzy rule base
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= Negative Big
= Negative Small
= Zero
= Positive Small
= Positive Big

Table 2 Design specifications
Head Pan Head Tilt
Maximum Rotation
-75 to 75
-35 to 35
Angle (degree)
Maximum Rotation
-45 to 45
-45 to 45
Speed (degree per
second)

Fig. 7 Face Tracking in Backprojection View
By doing some mathematical calculation in
computer, change of error and current error can be
easily obtained and to be used as crisp input value
for fuzzy logic controller.
𝑒 𝑡 =𝑝 𝑡 −𝑘
𝛥𝑒 𝑡 = 𝑒 𝑡 − 𝑒(𝑡 − 1)
e(t)
Δe(t)
p(t)
k

(1)
(2)

Fig. 8 Design View

Current error and rate change of error are the
fuzzy input variables in this system. The input
fuzzy value error is the distance from tracked face’s
position to the centre of frame, while rate change of
error is the difference in current error with previous
error. These values is then quantized into five
fuzzy sets, undergoes the Max-Min inference
fuzzification and further defuzzifcation into crisp
output value that used for position control.
For the simplicity of the system, same
triangular membership functions are chosen for
each of the fuzzy subsets of all the fuzzy variables.
Fig. 10 shows the membership function for error

= Current error
= Change of error
= Current position of tracked face
= Desired position

A fuzzifier then transforms the crisp value
into fuzzy value. From the rule base show in table
1, the fuzzy values determine which rule is fired
through an inference algorithm (Max-Min
Inference). Output fuzzy value will then be
obtained and a defuzzification mechanism will then
transform into crisp value. And this crisp value
will be sent to microcontroller through USB serial
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Fig. 9 Actual View
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input variable while fig. 11 shows the membership
function for change of error input variable.

controller. Due to the width and height of the
frame size is 600 X 540 pixels, hence the centred
coordinate of horizontal coordinate and vertical
coordinate are 300 pixels and 270 pixels
respectively. Fig. 13 shows the horizontal error
and vertical error of the tracked face correspond to
centre of frame.

Fig. 10 Membership function of input variable
horizontal error

Fig. 13 Data Extraction in Face Tracking
In order to make sure tracked face always at
the centre of frame, the fuzzy output value will
make the position control by controlling the servo
motor. Fig. 14 and fig.17 show the proper
adjustment of mechanical control system in
horizontal and vertical direction. Fig. 15 and fig.
16 show the time domain system response on
displacement of horizontal axis, while fig. 18 and
fig. 19 show the time domain system response on
displacement of vertical axis.

Fig. 11 Membership function of input variable of
change of horizontal error
At the end of the fuzzy inference, the result for
speed is given as the value of a linguistic variable.
In order to use it to set the motor speed, it has to be
translated into a real value. The relation between
linguistic values and corresponding real values is
always given by the membership function
definitions.
Singleton centroid defuzzification
method ( 𝑆𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 = 𝑛𝑖=1 𝑆𝑖 𝑓𝑖 ) is used in
this project.

Fig. 12 Singleton Centroid Defuzzification diagram

4 Result and Analysis
Performance evaluations have been done on
time domain system response of fuzzy logic
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Fig 14 Adjustments Steps in Horizontal
Displacement
Distance between the face to the camera was
fixed at 50cm. Fig. 15 shows the system took about
1.372 seconds for a tracked face in left region of
the frame to be moved to the centre of frame.
While for fig. 16, it shows the system took roughly
2.233 seconds for a tracked face in right side of the
frame to be moved to the centre of frame.

Fig. 15 Time domain response of left region in
frame

Fig. 17 Adjustments Steps in Vertical Displacement
Distance between the face to the camera was
fixed at 50cm. Fig. 18 shows the system took about
0.689 seconds for the tracked face in top side of the
frame to be move into the bounded region. And fig.
19 shows the system took roughly the same
duration with 0.989 for the tracked face to be
moved from bottom region into centre of frame.

Fig. 16 Time domain response of right region in
frame
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frame. From the above obtained result, the overall
system is stable as the bounded input yields a
bounded output.

6 Conclusion
Development of facial tracking based head
movement control system is begun by a simple face
tracking in software further enhancement to wide
tracking region by combination of hardware and
software. Exploration of haar-like face detection
algorithm, camshift face tracking algorithm and
fuzzy logic controller showed that this model is
able to improve and enhance the overall monitoring
system.

Fig. 18 Time domain response of top region in
frame
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5 Discussion
Moving camera will blur the captured image
and further brings difficulties in image processing.
Besides, the distance between human to camera
will significantly affects the performance of the
system. Difference in distance between the camera
and human will result in the difference in the
change of error even with the same horizontal or
vertical displacement speed. This makes the
system even more difficult to be controlled.
Vigorous experiments and fine tuning shows
that the system is able to work up to expectation
when the distance between human and camera is
more than 50 cm or the rotation speed of camera is
more than 50 degree per second. Hence, distance
of 50 cm and 45 degree per second for maximum
rotation speed are used as the testing threshold
parameter for this system. Finally the response of
the system in this condition is optimized to roughly
1.5 seconds needed in completely moving the
camera to move the tracked face into the centre of
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